Join optimization has been dominated by Selinger-style, pairwise optimizers for decades. But, Selinger-style algorithms are asymptotically suboptimal for applications in graphic analytics. This suboptimality is one of the reasons that many have advocated supplementing relational engines with specialized graph processing engines. Recently, new join algorithms have been discovered that achieve optimal worst-case run times for any join or even so-called beyond worst-case (or instance optimal) run time guarantees for specialized classes of joins. These new algorithms match or improve on those used in specialized graph-processing systems. This paper asks can these new join algorithms allow relational engines to close the performance gap with graph engines?
INTRODUCTION
For the last four decades, Selinger-style pairwise-join enumeration has been the dominant join optimization paradigm [12] . Selingerstyle optimizers are designed for joins that do not filter tuples, e.g., primary-key-foreign-key joins that are common in OLAP. Indeed, the result of a join in an OLAP query plan is often no smaller than either input relation. In contrast, in graph applications, queries search for structural patterns, which filter the data. These regimes are quite different, and not surprisingly there are separate OLAP and graph-style systems. Increasingly, analytics workloads contain both traditional reporting queries and graph-based queries [11] . Thus, it would be desirable to have one engine that is able to perform well for join processing in both of these different analytics settings.
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√
Nq-multiplicative factor worse on a database with N tuples. Nevertheless, there is hope of unifying these two approaches for graph pattern matching as, mathematically, (hyper)graph pattern matching is equivalent to join processing. Recently, algorithms have been discovered that have strong theoretical guarantees, such as optimal runtimes in a worst-case sense or even instance optimally. As database research is about three things: performance, performance, and performance, the natural question is:
To what extent do these new join algorithms speed up graph workloads in an RDBMS?
To take a step toward answering this question, we embed these new join algorithms into the LogicBlox (LB) database engine, which is a fully featured RDBMS that supports rich queries, transactions, and analytics. We perform an experimental comparison focusing on a broad range of analytics workloads with a large number of stateof-the-art systems including row stores, column stores, and graph processing engines. Our technical contribution is the first empirical evaluation of these new join algorithms. At a high-level, our message is that these new join algorithms provide substantial speedups over both Selinger-style systems and graph processing systems for some data sets and queries. Thus, they may require further investigation for join and graph processing.
We begin with a brief, high-level description of these new algorithms, and then we describe our experimental results.
An Overview of New Join Algorithms. Our evaluation focuses on two of these new-style algorithms, LeapFrog TrieJoin (LFTJ) [14] , a worst-case optimal algorithm, and Minesweeper (MS), a recently proposed "beyond-worst-case" algorithm [8] .
LFTJ is a multiway join algorithm that transforms the join into a series of nested intersections. LFTJ has a running time that is worst-case optimal, which means for every query there is some family of instances so that any join algorithm takes as least much time as LFTJ does to answer that query. These guarantees are nontrivial; in particular, any Selinger-style optimizer is slower by a factor that depends on the size of the data, e.g., by a factor of Ωp
Nq on a database with N tuples. Such algorithms were discovered recently [9, 14] , but LFTJ has been in LogicBlox for several years.
Minesweeper's main idea is to keep careful track of every comparison with the data to infer where to look next for an output. This allows Minesweeper to achieve a so-called "beyond worstcase guarantee" that is substantially stronger than a worst-case running time guarantees: for a class called comparison-based algorithms, containing all standard join algorithms including LFTJ, beyond worst-case guarantees that any join algorithm takes no more than a constant factor more steps on any instance. Due to indexing, the runtime of some queries can even be sublinear in the size of the data. However, these stronger guarantees only apply for a limited class of acyclic queries (called β-acyclic).
Benchmark Overview. The primary contribution of this paper is a benchmark of these new style algorithms against a range of competitor systems on graph-pattern matching workloads. To that end, we select a traditional row-store system (Postgres), a columnstore system (MonetDB) and graph systems (virtuoso, neo4j, and graphlab). We find that for cyclic queries these new join systems are substantially faster than relational systems and competitive with graph systems. We find that LFTJ is performant in cyclic queries on dense data, while Minesweeper is superior for acyclic queries.
Contributions. This paper makes two contributions:
1. We describe the first practical implementation of a beyond worst-case join algorithm.
2. We perform the first experimental validation that describes scenarios for which these new algorithms are competitive with conventional optimizers and graph systems.
BACKGROUND
We recall background on graph patterns, join processing, and hypergraph representation of queries along with the two new join algorithms that we consider in this paper.
Join query and hypergraph representation
A (natural) join query Q is specified by a finite set atomspQq of relational symbols, denoted by Q " RPatomspQq R. Let varspRq denote the set of attributes in relation R, and varspQq " RPatomspQq varspRq.
Throughout this paper, let n " |varspQq| and m " |atomspQq|. For example, in the following so-called triangle query Q " RpA, Bq S pB,Cq T pA,Cq.
we have varspQ q " {A, B,C}, varspRq " {A, B}, varspS q " {B,C}, and varspT q " {A,C}. The structure of a join query Q can be represented by a hypergraph HpQq " pV, Eq, or simply H " pV, Eq. The vertex set is V " varspQq, and the edge set is defined by
Notice that if the query hypergraph is exactly finding a pattern in a graph. For so-called α-acyclicity [2, 4] , the celebrated Yannakakis algorithm [16] runs in linear-time (in data complexity). On graph databases with binary relations, both α´and β´acyclic can simply be thought of as the standard notion of acyclic.
Worst-case Optimal Algorithm. Given the input relation sizes, Atserias, Grohe, and Marx [3] derived a linear program that could be used to upper bound the worst-case (largest) output size in number of tuples of a join query. For a join query, Q we denote this bound AGMpQq. For completeness, we describe this bound in Appendix A. Moreover, this bound is tight in the sense that there exists a family of input instances for any Q whose output size is ΩpAGMpQqq. Then, Ngo, Porat, Ré, and Rudra (NPRR) [9] presented an algorithm whose runtime matches the bound. This algorithm is thus worst-case optimal. Soon after, Veldhuizen [14] used a similar analysis to show that the LFTJ algorithm -a simpler algorithm already implemented in LogicBlox Database engine -is also worst-case optimal. A simpler exposition of these algorithms was described [10] and formed the basis of a recent system [1] .
Beyond Worst-case Results. Although NPRR may be optimal for worst-case instances, there are instances on which one can improve its runtime. To that end, the tightest theoretical guarantee is so-called instance optimality which says that the algorithm is up to constant factors no slower than any algorithm, typically, with respect to some class of algorithms. These strong guarantees had only been known for restricted problems [5] . Recently, it was shown that if the query is β-acyclic, then a new algorithm called Minesweeper (described below) is log-instance optimal 1 with respect to the class of comparison-based joins, a class which includes essentially all known join and graph processing algorithms. Theoretically, this result is much stronger-but this algorithm's performance has not been previously reported in the literature.
The Leapfrog Triejoin Algorithm
We describe the Leapfrog Triejoin algorithm. The main idea is to "leapfrog" over large swaths of tuples that cannot produce output. To describe it, we need some notation. For any relation R, an attribute A P varspRq, and a value a P π A pRq, define
That is Rras is the set of all tuples from R whose A-value is a.
At a high-level, the Leapfrog Triejoin algorithm can be presented recursively as shown in Algorithm 1. In the actual implementation, we implement the algorithm using a simple iterator interface, which iterates through tuples.
Algorithm 1 High-level view: Leapfrog Triejoin (LFTJpQq)
Require: All relations R are in atomspQq 1: Let varspQq " pA 1 , . . . , A n q 2: L Ð R:A 1 PvarspRq π A 1 pRq 3: if n " 1 then 4: return L 5: for each a 1 P L do 6:
Ź The following forms a new query on pA 2 , . . . , A n q 7:
One can show that the Leapfrog Triejoin (LFTJ) algorithm runs in timeÕpN`AGMpQqq for any query Q [14] . The simplified version shown above appeared later [10] .
The Minesweeper Algorithm
Consider the set of tuples that could be returned by a join (i.e., the cross products of all domains). Often many fewer tuples are part of the output than are not. Minesweeper's exploits this idea to focus on quickly ruling out where tuples are not located rather than where they are. Minesweeper starts off by obtaining an arbitrary tuple t P N varspQq from the output space, called a free tuple (also called a probe point in [8] ). By probing into the indices storing the input relations, we either confirm that t is an output tuple or we get backÕp1q "gaps" or multi-dimensional rectangles inside which we know for sure no output tuple can reside. We call these rectangles gap boxes. The gap boxes are then inserted into a data structure called the constraint data structure (CDS). If t is an output tuple, then a corresponding (unit) gap box is also inserted in to the CDS. The CDS helps compute the next free tuple, which is a point in the output space not belonging to any stored gap boxes. The CDS is a specialized cache that ensures that we maximally use the information we gather about which tuples must be ruled out. The algorithm proceeds until the entire output space is covered by gap boxes. Algorithm 2 gives a high-level overview of how Minesweeper works.
Algorithm 2 High-level view: Minesweeper algorithm 1: CDS Ð H Ź No gap discovered yet 2: while CDS can find t not in any stored gap do 3:
if π varspRq ptq P R for every R P atomspQq then 4:
Report t and insert t as a gap into CDS 5: else 6:
Query all R P atomspQq for gaps around t 7:
Insert those gaps into CDS
A key idea from [8] was the proof that the total number of gap boxes that Minesweeper discovers using the above outline isÕp|C|q, where C is the minimum set of comparisons that any comparisonbased algorithm must perform in order to work correctly on this join. Essentially all existing join algorithms such as Block-Nested loop join, Hash-Join, Grace, Sort-merge, index-nested, PRISM, double pipelined, are comparison-based (up to a log-factor for hashjoin). For β-acyclic queries, Minesweeper is instance optimal up to an (unavoidable) log N factor.
EXPERIMENTS

Data sets, Queries, and Setup
The data sets we use for our experiments come from the SNAP network data sets collection [7] . We use the following data sets: Some queries also require a subset of nodes to be used as part of the queries. We execute these queries with different random samples of nodes, with varying size. A random sample of nodes is created by selecting nodes with probably 1{s, where s is referred to as selectivity in our results. For example, for selectivity 10 and 100 we select respectively approximately 10% and 1% of the nodes.
Queries. We execute experiments with the following queries. We include the Datalog formulation. Variants for other systems (e.g. SQL, SPARQL) are available online.
‚ {3, 4}-clique: find subgraphs with {3, 4} nodes such that every two nodes are connected by an edge. The 3-clique query is also known as the triangle problem. Similar to other work, we treat graphs as undirected for this query. The queries can be divided in acyclic and cyclic queries. This distinction is important because Minesweeper is instance-optimal for the acyclic queries [8] . From our queries, n-clique and n-cycle are β-cyclic. All others are β-acyclic. We add predicates v 1 and v 2 . As we vary the size of these predicates, we also change the amount of redundant work. Minesweeper is able to exploit this redundancy, as we show below. All queries are executed as a count, which returns the number of results to the client. We verified the result for all implementations.
Systems. We evaluate the performance of LogicBlox using Minesweeper and LFTJ by comparing the performance of a wide range of database systems and graph engines. We select such a broad range of systems because the performance of join algorithms is not primarily related to the storage architecture of a database (e.g. row vs column vs graph stores). Also, we want to evaluate whether general-purpose relational databases utilizing optimal join algorithms can replace specialized systems, like graph databases, and perhaps even graph engines.
Due to the complexity of implementing and tuning the queries across all these systems (e.g. tuning the query or selecting the right indices), we first select two queries that we execute across the full range of systems. After establishing that we can select representative systems without compromising the validity of our results, we run the remaining experiments across the two variants of Log-icBlox, PostgreSQL, and MonetDB. The results will show that the graph databases have their performance dominated by our selected set. We evaluate GraphLab only for 3-clique and 4-clique queries. The 3-clique implementation is included in the GraphLab distribution and used as-is. We developed the 4-clique implementation with advice from the GraphLab community, but developing new algorithms on GraphLab can be a heavy undertaking, requiring writing C++ and full understanding of its imperative gather-apply-scatter programming model. Therefore, we cannot confidently extend coverage on GraphLab beyond these queries.
Hardware. For all systems, we use AWS EC2 m3.2xlarge instances. This instance type has an Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 Ivy Bridge or Intel Xeon E5-2670 Sandy Bridge processor with 8 hyperthreads and 30GB of memory. Database files are placed on the 80GB SSD drive provided with the instance. We use Ubuntu 14.04 with PostgreSQL from Ubuntu's default repository and the other systems installed manually.
Protocol. We execute each experiment three times and average the last two executions. We impose a timeout of 30 minutes (1800 seconds) per execution. For queries that require random samples of nodes, we execute them with multiple selectivities. For small data sets we use selectivity 8 (12.5%) and 80 (1.25%). For the other data sets we use selectivities of 10 (10%), 100 (1%), and 1000 (0.1%). We ensure each system sees the same random datasets. Although across runs for the same system, we use different random draws.
Results
We validate that worst-case optimal algorithms like LFTJ outperform many systems on cyclic queries, while Minesweeper is fastest on acyclic queries.
Standard Benchmark Queries
Clique finding is a popular benchmark task that is hand optimized by many systems. Table 1 shows that both LFTJ and Minesweeper are faster than all systems except the graph engine GraphLab on 3clique. On our C++ implementation of 4-clique, GraphLab runs out of memory for big data-sets. After the systems that implement the optimal join algorithms, Virtuoso is fastest. Relational systems that do conventional joins perform very poorly on 3-clique and 4clique due to extremely large intermediate results of the self-join, whether materialized or not. The simultaneous search for cliques as performed by Minesweeper and LFTJ prevent this. This difference is particularly striking on 4-clique.
LFTJ and Minesweeper perform well on datasets that have few cliques. This is visible in the difference between Twitter vs Slashdot and Epinions data sets in which the performance is much closer to GraphLab.
Acyclic Queries: {3,4}-path. Table 2 shows the results for {3,4}-path and other acyclic queries. Minesweeper is faster here, outperforming LFTJ on virtually every data set for 3-path.
Minesweeper does very well for non-trivial acyclic queries such as {3,4}-path queries because it has a caching mechanism that enables it to prune branches using the CDS. Interestingly, PostgreSQL is now the next fastest system: it is even more efficient than the worst-case optimal join system for a few data sets on 3-path. The PostgreSQL query optimizer is smart enough to determine that it is best to start separately from the two node samples, and materialize the intermediate result of one of the edge subsets (v1paq edgepa, bq or v2pdq edgepc, dq). This strategy starts failing though on 4-path, due to two edge joins between these two results, as opposed to just one for 3-path. MonetDB starts from either of the random node samples, and immediately does a self-join between two edges, which is a slow execution plan.
LFTJ does relatively worse on 4-path, and times out on bigger datasets. LFTJ with variable ordering ra, b, d, cs is fairly similar to a nested loop join where for every v1paq edgepa, bq the join v2pdq edgepc, dq is computed, except that the last join includes a filter on edgepb, cq for the current b. This is still workable for 3-path, but does not scale to 4-path for bigger data sets. The comparison with {3,4}-clique and 4-cycle is interesting here, because the join is very similar. These queries allow LFTJ to evaluate the self-joins from both directions, where one direction narrows down the search of the other. This is not applicable to {3,4}-path. This example shows that LFTJ does not eliminate the need for the query optimizer to make smart materialization decisions for some joins. If part of the 3-path join is manually materialized, then performance improves.
For 3-path, Minesweeper and LFTJ have an interesting difference in performance when executing with different sizes of random node samples. LFTJ is consistently the fastest of the two algorithms for very high selectivity, but Minesweeper is best with lower selectivity, where Minesweeper starts benefiting substantially from the caching mechanism. With lower selectivity, the amount of redundant work is increased due to repeatedly searching for sub-paths. To deal with this type of queries, we need to have a mechanism to not only be able to do simultaneous search, which both LFTJ and Minesweeper have and perform well on clique-type queries, but also to avoid any redundant work generated when computing the sub-graphs. The latter is easily integrated into Minesweeper and that integration is very natural. Also in Appendix B, we will show some experiments to illustrate the effect of this technique when changing the selectivity.
Other Query Patterns
We examine some other popular patterns against other systems that support a high-level language. We see that LFTJ is fastest on cyclic queries, while Minesweeper is the fastest on acyclic queries. We then consider queries that contain cyclic and acyclic components. 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  5  1  1  1  75  165  742  lb/ms  1  1  0  2  1  3  0  1  23  7  5  6  282  -psql  1446  6  2  -575  -10  348  ------monetdb  -3  3  945  947  -22  98  ------virtuoso  18  2  1  17  23  46  1  4  296  75  68  158  ---neo4j  348  19  6  212  250  418  4  32  -1441  1308  1745  --graphlab  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  7  27  4-clique  lb/lftj  3  0  0  11  9  4  0  1  427  4  4  13  644  -lb/ms  11  1  0  10  31  25  1  2  288  39  32 96 ideas might be ideal, we crafted a specialized algorithm that runs Minesweeper on the path part of the query and LFTJ on the clique part. Table 2 shows this hybrid algorithm outperforms both. This may be an interesting research direction.
‚ 4-cycle
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Summary. LogicBlox using the LFTJ or Minesweeper algorithms
consistently out-performs other systems that support high-level languages. Among those systems, LFTJ performs fastest on cyclic queries and is competitive on acyclic queries (1-tree) or queries with very high selectivity. Minesweeper works best for all other acyclic queries and performs particularly well for queries with low selectivity due to its caching.
CONCLUSION
Our results suggest that this new class of join algorithms allows a fully featured, SQL relational database to compete with (and often outperform) graph database engines for graph-pattern matching. One direction for future work is to extend this benchmark to recursive queries and more graph-style processing (e.g., BFS, shortest path, page rank). A second is to use this benchmark to refine this still nascent new join algorithms. In the full version of this paper, we propose and experiment with a novel hybrid algorithm between LFTJ and Minesweeper. We suspect that there are many optimizations possible for these new breed of algorithms. Table 2 : Duration (seconds) of acyclic queries with different selectivities (80 and 8 for small datasets, 1K, 100 and 10 for others). "-" denotes a timeout. APPENDIX A. AGM BOUND Given a join query Q whose hypergraph is HpQq " pV, Eq, we index the relations using edges from this hypergraph. Hence, instead of writing RpvarspRqq, we can write R F , for F P E.
A fractional edge cover of a hypergraph H is a point x " px F q FPE in the following polyhedron:
Atserias-Grohe-Marx [3] and Grohe-Marx [6] proved the following remarkable inequality, which shall be referred to as the AGM's inequality. For any fractional edge cover x of the query's hypergraph,
Here, |Q| is the number of tuples in the (output) relation Q.
The optimal edge cover for the AGM bound depends on the relation sizes. To minimize the right hand side of (1), we can solve the following linear program:
Implicitly, the objective function above depends on the database instance D on which the query is applied. We will use AGMpQq to denote the best AGM-bound for the input instance associated with Q. AGM showed that the upper bound is essentially tight in the sense that there is a family of database instances for which the output size is asymptotically the same as the upper bound. Hence, any algorithm whose runtime matches the AGM bound is optimal in the worst-case.
B. EXTENDED EXPERIMENTS
To illustrate that Minesweeper is better with lower selectivity by exploiting the caching idea, Figure 1 compare the performance of the algorithms when 3-path is executed with increasingly larger node samples. 
C. LOGICBLOX DATABASE SYSTEM
The LogicBlox database is a commercial database system that from the ground up is designed to serve as a general-purpose database system for enterprise applications. The LogicBlox database is currently primarily used by partners of LogicBlox to develop applications that have a complex workload that cannot easily be categorized as either analytical, transactional, graph-oriented, or document-oriented. Frequently, the applications also have a self-service aspect, where an end-user with some modeling expertise can modify or extend the schema dynamically to perform analyses that were originally not included in the application.
The goal of developing a general-purpose database system is a deviation from most current database system development, where the emphasis is on designing specialized systems that vastly outperform conventional database systems, or to extend one particular specialization (e.g. analytical) with reasonable support for a different specialized purpose (e.g. transactional).
The challenging goal of implementing a competitive general-purpose database, requires different approaches in several components of a database system. Join algorithms are a particularly important part, because applications that use LogicBlox have schemas that resemble graph as well as OLAP-style schemas, and at the same time have a challenging transactional load. To the best of our knowledge, no existing database system with conventional join algorithms can efficiently evaluate queries over such schemas, and that is why LogicBlox is using a join algorithm with strong optimality guarantees: LFTJ.
Concretely, the motivation for implementing new optimal join algorithms are:
‚ No previously existing join algorithm efficiently supports the graph queries required in applications. On the other hand, graph-oriented systems cannot handle OLAP aspects of applications.
‚ To make online schema changes easy and efficient, LogicBlox applications use unusually high normalization levels, typically 6NF. The normalized schemas prevent the need to do surgery on existing data when changing the schema, and also helps with efficiency of analytical workloads (compare to column stores). A drawback of this approach is that queries involve a much larger number of tables. Selection conditions in queries typically apply to multiple tables, and simultaneously considering all the conditions that narrow down the result becomes important.
‚ As opposed to the approach of highly tuned in-memory databases that fully evaluate all queries on-the-fly [11] , LogicBlox encourages the use of materialized views that are incrementally maintained [13] . The incremental maintenance of the views under all update scenarios is a challenging task for conventional joins, in particular combined with a transactional load highly efficient maintenance is required [15] . The LogicBlox database system is designed to be highly modular as a software engineering discipline, but also to encourage experimentation. Various components can easily be replaced with different implementations. This enabled the implementation of Minesweeper, which we compare to the LFTJ implementation and other systems in this paper.
